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Abstract 
It is the dawn of an area where Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) are gradually enhanced 
to provide fully automated systems, ADAS have huge potential for improving road safety and travel 
times. However their take-up in the market is very slow. Assistive systems should take into account 
driver’s preferences in terms of driving style in order to increase adoption rates. The aim of this paper 
is to compute online optimal trajectories given a traffic condition on a highway while considering the 
motorist’s driving style. Travel duration and safety are the main parameters used to find the optimal 
trajectory. A simulation framework to determine the optimal trajectory was developed in which the ego 
car travels in a highway environment scenario. An agent-oriented algorithm - using time and safety as 
optimality criteria – was defined for real-time feedback. The performance of the algorithm was 
compared against optimal trajectories computed offline with the hybrid A* algorithm. The new 
framework provides trajectories close to the optimal trajectory and is computationally achievable. The 
agents were shown to follow safe and fast trajectories in three tests scenarios: emergency braking, 
overtaking, and a complex situation with multiple vehicles around the ego vehicle.  
Keywords: 
Road safety, optimal trajectories, Artificial Intelligence. 
Introduction 
Today the world is organized under a mobile paradigm, and transport needs to be efficiently handled. 
New approaches of transport are explored to ensure its sustainability in a fast-paced changing world, 
especially considering speed, safety, comfort and environmental concerns. Road transport is the 
preferred mode of transport as it offers both flexibility and comfort. However road transport is also 
associated with negative effects on both human health and the planet, as manifested through road 
trauma, air pollution and greenhouse gases. 
Road crashes in Australia were estimated to cost $17.9 billion each year in 2016 dollars [1]. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) estimated that in 2010, 1.24 million people were killed worldwide in road 
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crashes and 50 million people were injured, values projected to increase by 65% in the next 20 years 
[2] unless major changes are made in prevention and road safety. Ninety-five percent of roads crashes 
are caused by drivers' errors [3]. At the same time, road transport is growing worldwide, with 
subsequent increases in gaseous and particulate pollution which have serious health effects, including 
respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. 
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are designed to increase mobility and comfort whilst 
preserving safety. Adaptive Cruise Control, Autonomous parking assistance systems, pre-crash 
systems, drowsiness detection systems, blind spot information systems and lane departure warning 
systems are examples of ADAS. Each new ADAS is increasingly complex and ultimately contributes 
towards the design of driverless cars. The complexity of ADAS is mainly driven by the need to 
provide a reliable safety critical system which can cater for all driving situations.  
Finding the optimal trajectory is one modeling approach to achieve safe and fast travels. It is also 
important to consider the motorist preferred driving style in order to provide them with trajectories 
that would suit them and hence increase the chance of the adoption of such an assistive system. The 
problem can be modeled as an optimal problem that takes into account drivers’ reaction time, preferred 
speeds, and desired space with other vehicles. The complexity resides on designing an algorithm that 
copes with very dynamic driving situations. The objective of this paper is to compute personalised 
online intelligent trajectories in order to assist drivers in choosing dynamically safe and fast routes. 
This paper focuses on highway scenarios, where sudden and unexpected changes are less likely to 
occur as compared to urban situations. We simulated driving scenarios computing an optimal 
trajectory as tactical choices. Optimality was expressed in terms of travel time and road safety 
variables.  
Terminology 
This section summarises the concepts we are using in our simulation. As mentioned above, the final 
itinerary optimises safety and time travelled. The simulation of vehicle dynamics is based on existing 
vehicle models. The safety of the trajectory is obtained by ensuring that surrogate safety measures 
remain below a critical safety threshold. The critical threshold is selected to ensure low probability of 
crash risk.  
Crash Risk models 
Driving is a complex task and the driver is continuously exposed to different level of crash risk. We 
model crash risk with the probability of being involved in a crash and the severity of that potential 
crash [4]. The probability of being involved in a road crash, can be predicted by relevant indicators 
such as   
 Headway: headway is the distance between the ego car and the car directly in front. The 
smaller the headway is, the more dangerous the situation is. However, this indicator only can 
be highly misleading because danger depends also on the speed of the vehicles. In the study of 
Vogel [5], two indicators are used. The first one is the time headway. It is measured by taking 
the difference of time between two vehicles reaching the same position. Vogel shows that 
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short time headway potentially generates dangerous situations therefore can be a surrogate 
measure of risk; and 
 Time-To-Collision (TTC): TTC is defined by the time that would pass until a crash occurs 
with a car in front if both cars maintain the same speeds. TTC actually is more accurate 
predictor of crashes since speed is taken into account. 
Crash severity has been extensively studied and researchers accept broadly the common criterion of 
Energy Equivalent Speed (EES) [6, 7]. It expresses the deformation energy between two vehicles 
colliding and is given by 𝐸𝑆𝑆 = 𝜋𝑟2  
2.𝑚𝑒𝑔𝑜
𝑚𝑒𝑔𝑜+𝑚𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
 . (𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑜(𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ) − 𝑣𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ))  where 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ 
is the time at which the collision occurs, 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of vehicle i, and 𝑣𝑖 its speed. The higher the 
EES is, the more serious the crash is. Based empirically on data, a relation between EES and 
probability of injuries has been given by Glaser [4].  
Vehicle models 
For our purpose, models on single lane are relevant as lateral position is discretised with lanes. The 
most common longitudinal models in the literature are Newell’s, Gipps’, Intelligent Driver (IDM), and 
Field Theory’s models [8]. Other more complex vehicle models exist and they also describe lateral 
positioning of the vehicle: bicycle, lateral, cognitive, optimal control, and lane-changing models. In 
this study however, the lateral positioning is considered to be perfect and lane changes instantaneous. 
Therefore these models were not further considered, but would be valuable for more complex 
implementations.  
We tested these vehicle models and compared them to empirical data for acceleration, deceleration and 
safe distances performance. Newell's model was too simple. While Gipps' and Ni's models gave good 
performance, they were outperformed by the IDM, which was therefore selected for implementation in 
this study. 
Approaches to process optimal trajectory 
Finding an optimal trajectory assumes that the whole space of search is known. In the driving context, 
objects enter and exit the map dynamically, and as a result the space includes a time dimension. 
Calculating the optimal trajectory is complex, time is part of search space and constraints related to 
road rules and the physical ability of vehicles needs to be respected. As a result, continuous techniques 
such as gradient-based, linear programming or convex optimization are not adapted, and most of the 
Artificial Intelligence techniques to determine optimal trajectory techniques use discrete approach [9]. 
One way to avoid this issue is to discretize the problem. Sampling-based techniques are appropriate to 
adapt the problem but optimality may be lost depending on the technique. However, by choosing 
appropriate discretization steps, the algorithm can compute the solution in a reasonable time and give 
an acceptable suboptimal solution. 
There are different ways to tackle the problem for discretization. Environment sampling-based 
techniques are particularly adapted for the driving task [10]. Many ITS projects are based on it, 
including Stanley, the Stanford Robot that won the DARPA Challenge [11]. Longitudinal speed is 
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discretized which gives a set of possible trajectories at any moment for each lane. The discretization 
step needs to be well chosen so that the algorithm has a reasonable running time but still outputs an 
acceptable suboptimal solution. 
For a real-time assistance, online algorithms need to be considered. Vanholme [10] reviewed such 
algorithms; all of them output locally (sub)optimal solutions, considering only a short time length for 
the trajectory computation. Locally optimal search techniques are not satisfying as they do not take 
into account the big picture of the problem: they are blinkered to the very present moment. More 
intelligent search techniques have been developed for a few decades such as probability-based 
techniques and planning algorithms. Probability-based techniques lack the ability to consider higher 
level decisions unless they are incorporated in to a more complex model able to plan and take 
decisions for specific tasks at various tactical levels. Planning algorithms take the problem from a 
higher perspective and elaborate a plan of actions in order to achieve one's goal. However they are 
more suited for offline computation or in environment where objects are static. In the driving task, the 
world is unpredictable and continuously evolving, which makes planning a sequence of tasks in 
advance a tough challenge: decisions cannot be taken too much time in advance. Nevertheless, getting 
a step higher and trying to see further than an immediate decision is what a driver actually does and 
this concept of rational and planned decisions is intrinsic to the driving task. Such behaviour can be 
achieved by agent-oriented programming. 
Agent paradigm to model optimal itinerary 
The concept of rational agent is widely used in artificial intelligence. An agent perceives its 
environment through sensors and acts upon that environment through actuators. Between perception 
and action, the agent needs to evaluate the situation and make decisions. It needs to be rational and to 
do the ‘right thing’. Evaluating this 'right thing' is operationalised using performance measures. 
However, appropriate metrics remain to be designed in order to properly assess agent's efficiency. A 
rational agent should choose actions that are expected to maximize the performance measure given its 
percept sequence, metric for the performance measure and the built-in knowledge it has. 
The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model is a common paradigm to describe components of an agent. 
It is used in many fields including psychology, economics, philosophy or artificial intelligence. The 
agents have three main concepts (see Figure 1): 
 Beliefs: information the agent has about the world. 
They can be wrong; 
 Desires: things that an agent would like to achieve. 
They can conflict; and 
 Intentions: things that an agent has committed to 
achieving. More concrete than desires, they cannot 
conflict, are possible and persistent. They are 
usually based on a utility measure (internal 
performance measure). 
Figure 1: BDI model (from AI course of 
DTU, 2012) 
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Beliefs are based upon percepts and desires possibly re-evaluated upon them. Intentions are derived 
from beliefs and desires and a plan is built in order to achieve these intentions. The agent executes 
actions of the plan and impacts on the environment. Then it gets new percepts and updates its beliefs. 
The program needs to be built so that plans are wisely elaborated (no need to plan too much in 
advance), possibly repaired (if something goes wrong, need contingency plans). Thus intentions need 
to be reconsidered but neither too seldom nor too often. An efficient trade-off needs to be elaborated. 
Although this paradigm is common, it comports its limitations: for example this model lacks of 
learning abilities, and three attitudes may not be sufficient to fully describe a rational agent. Other 
more flexible and universal models have been suggested [9]. 
Framework 
The model to calculate the optimal itinerary uses agent paradigm. The simulation structure aimed at 
being flexible, respecting road rules and providing realistic driving behaviours.  
Environment  
The environment is a straight and infinitely long highway with a fixed number of lanes (3) and a fixed 
speed limit. These are simplifying assumptions to focus on the algorithm itself rather than geometry 
considerations. The car targets a given abscissa 𝑋𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙. It is equivalent to being in the curvilinear lane 
coordinate system. This system is generally used for such problems; for instance the car of the 
Stanford team who won the DARPA challenge uses this coordinate system. The transformation from 
one base to the other is not orthogonal and thus does not keep angles and distances, however for 
highways where curvature values are low (under 1/500m
-1
) errors introduced by these transformations 
are assumed to be negligible with respect to perception and control errors [10].  
Other cars are equipped with an agent structure and as such, they are able to react to their close 
environment. They are equipped with an IDM as this model has shown the best behaviour among 
longitudinal models considered. They do not change lane for simplification purposes. Each car is 
given characteristics (mass, maximal acceleration, deceleration and speed), initial conditions (position, 
speed, acceleration) and a maximum desired speed 𝑣max 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑. Each IDM car has a driver with a 
reaction time 𝜏.  
The ego car is deterministic as it is supposed that the car reacts exactly to the input: there is one 
outcome from an action decided by the agent. But after an action, the next overall state of the 
environment is not deterministic as it does not depend only on the ego car but also on other cars' 
behaviour. Thus the environment is stochastic. This characteristic is somehow related to the 
un-observability of what the other drivers are planning to do, and is taken into account in the decision 
process of the agents.  
Actuators 
The actuators for a car are the pedals and the steering wheel which make it move on the road. Since 
lateral movement is modelled with discrete values, the actions to be taken contain two decisions: 
 Acceleration/deceleration (continuous); and 
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 lane changing 
o change to right lane (overtake), or 
o keep lane, or 
o change to left lane (finish overtaking by getting back in the left lane). 
Sensors 
A driver can perceive and evaluate the distances with other vehicles, and also their speed or 
acceleration. Perception may be incomplete as there are blind spots and other vehicles or obstacles can 
obstruct the field of vision. There exist distance sensors, speed sensors (Doppler radar for example) 
that can supplement these data; acceleration could be derived from speed sensors. For this model, it is 
simplified and the car is able to perceive the distance to and the speed of the vehicles directly in front 
and behind which are located on the left lane, on the same lane and on the right lane, within 200 
meters. This value corresponds to the frontal area covered by the radar of Stanley [11]. The radar could 
cover non-adjacent lanes but it would depend on obstacles on the road (a car could obstruct vision): 
for simplification purposes, only adjacent lanes are considered in perception. A more complex model 
could consider the other lanes for more informed decisions. 
Performance Measure  
Performance measure enables to evaluate the system in accordance to given criteria. In this particular 
problem, the trajectory aims at being: 
 Legal: speed limits respected, lane limits respected, etc.; 
 Safe: in compliance with traffic rules (safety distances, possibly keep lower lane etc.); and 
 Fast: minimize the time $t$ to reach a given location (abscissa 𝑋𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙) 
In this implementation, lane keeping is assumed perfect, so that only rear-end collisions are considered. 
At each moment, a virtual scenario is launched to assess risk: the car in front brakes hardly and the ego 
car reacts after a reaction time and brakes hardly as well. In case there is no crash, the distance is 
retrieved between the two cars when both are stopped. In case there is a crash, the EES and the 
probability of an injury 𝑀𝐴𝐼𝑆 > 2  (Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale) are retrieved. This 
information, together with the safety indicators headway and TTC with respect to the car in front of 
the ego vehicle, provides the safety performance measure of the trajectory. For a given scenario, the 
most extreme value for each criterion is extracted for comprehensively evaluating the safety of the 
trajectory. 
Driving rules 
Actions to be taken must respect several sets of rules, considering the vehicle’s limits, human 
characteristics and traffic rules.  
Since this model aims at tactical decisions, control is not part of it, and so the vehicle's model is 
simplified. It changes lanes instantaneously in one time step. The characteristics of a car are: 
maximum acceleration (g) and deceleration (d), as well as maximum speed 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥. 
Human rules set the characteristics the system should have in order to adapt to and interact with 
human drivers. In this model the driver reacts exactly to what the machine decides and this interface is 
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not part of the simulation. However, the algorithm has been implemented to take into account the 
following four characteristics of human drivers:  
 Reaction time;  
 Risk taking trait (from very careful to high risk taker);  
 Ability and willingness to perform manoeuvres; and  
 Willingness to go fast. 
In this implementation, the considered trajectories road traffic rules such as speed limits, driving on 
the left-most lane when possible, safe distances (from the safe distance given by Gipps’model [12], 
which is used in the IDM model). At any time, a driver would have time to perform an emergency 
braking, as the headway is always long enough to let the driver react and then brake until complete 
stop. It is a consistent safety distance for a long term simulation: if all the cars respect it, there would 
not be any accident except unexpected circumstances (something blocks suddenly the road for 
example). However, as the driver acts after a reaction time 𝜏, the agent needs to provide information 
in advance and needs to predict other cars' trajectories. Those predictions may not be accurate and safe 
distance could be underestimated. Therefore a second criterion is considered to characterise safe 
distances on highways: a minimum time headway of 2-3 seconds with the car in front is required [13], 
value depending on the risk taking trait of the driver.  
Online agent-oriented algorithm 
Russell and Norvig [9] group agent programs in five classes that are nowadays the references for 
agent-oriented programming: simple reflex, model-based, goal-based, utility-based and learning agents 
(see Figure 2). The utility-based agent suits to the requirements of the problem of study. It simulates 
human behaviour based on a high level of decision-making, considering performance measure. 
Moreover it could be augmented by a learning structure which makes the agent capable of adapting to 
various environments and situations, and also achieving autonomy and getting better over time. 
However at this stage, no good metrics for performance measure could be found in the literature, and a 
model-based agent was used. This model can then be updated to a utility-based agent once further 
research has highlighted potential metrics. 
Two different agents were considered in this first implementation: a greedy agent and a BDI 
(Belief-Desire-Intention) agent. 
        
Figure 2: A model-based, utility-based agent (left), and a learning agent (right) [9] 
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The greedy agent has a straightforward strategy: it evaluates the maximum speed the car can reach, 
below the maximum desired speed of the driver 𝑣max 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 , on each lane, and chooses the fastest 
solution. If the agent can go as fast as possible on two lanes, the decision that targets the left-most lane 
is chosen. As a result, it minimizes time locally until the next time step.  
The BDI agent with a simple intelligence was implemented to provide a more rational behaviour than 
the one of the greedy agent. Its characteristics are: 
 Beliefs: the history of states of the world he knows through his percepts; 
 Desires: four different desires have been programmed: 
o keepLane: the agent wants to keep the same lane 
o overtake: the agent wants to overtake the car in front 
o keepOvertaking: the agent wants to keep overtaking. As soon as it starts overtaking, 
its desire switches automatically to keepOvertaking. Then it may want to overtake a 
car and get to a higher lane again; hence this desire defers from overtake. 
o getBack: the agent wants to get back on a lower lane, to finish overtaking; and 
 Intentions: In this model desires and intentions are the same: intentions are directly derived 
from desires. 
In this model, the desire to go fast is implicit, as the highest possible acceleration on each lane is 
computed.  
Decision process 
The aim of a decision is to give an acceleration to take at time t and keep it until  𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡, when a new 
decision will be taken. It is equivalent to target a speed 𝑣(𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡) supposing that the acceleration is 
kept constant during this time lapse. These choices of acceleration should give a trajectory that is safe 
and satisfies the agent's intentions. 
The driver has a reaction time 𝜏. Therefore the agent needs to give information to him at time 𝜏 
second before the driver actually acts. As the environment is dynamic, the agent needs to predict at 
time t what the environment will be like at time 𝑡 + 𝜏. The agent has a built-in model to make it 
predict the future environment state. Two predictions are made at time t: 
 Time 𝑡 + 𝜏: the environment state at the moment the agent will take the action; and 
 Time 𝑡 + 𝜏 + 𝑑𝑡: the environment state for the other cars at the next time step. 
The decision process scheme is presented in Figure 3. 
Optimal search 
The A* algorithm is the fastest algorithm to find an optimal solution offline. This optimal search was 
used offline, within the simulation framework, to assess the performance of the online algorithm. The 
effective path cost of a node was given by the time spent so far. A heuristic cost associated at a given 
node was the time needed to reach the destination from the node at the maximum desired speed. This 
heuristic is both consistent and admissible. However, this heuristic did not improve the complexity of 
the search significantly, resulting in high computational times. As a result, the hybrid A* algorithm 
was used instead: a node is considered already visited if the coordinates had already been reached. It 
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was even further simplified by discretizing space. Instead of considering every possible x, the road is 
represented as a grid of cells. Each cell has a length and a node is considered visited if the car has 
already reached a cell at time t. The larger the cell is, the more A* loses in optimality. In our 
implementation, successors of a node where the speed difference was less than 5 m.s
-1
 were considered 
 
Figure 3: Decision process scheme 
equivalent, and generally if a node 𝑛𝑝 corresponding to the cell and time step of a given node n has 
already been expanded, the node n is not expanded. 
Results 
A set of scenarios were run to assess the behaviour of the Greedy and BDI agents in basic highway 
situations. Scenarios included an emergency braking, overtaking scenarios, and a more complex 
scenario with 8 vehicles around the ego vehicle. Tests were run on Eclipse Juno (4.2.2) with jre 7. 
Test scenario 1: Emergency braking scenario 
In the braking scenario test, there is a car stopped 400m in front of the initial position of the ego car 
and the ego car travels at the desired speed of the ego driver. Both agents (greedy and BDI) managed 
to stop 0.75m from the stopped car, after a smooth braking that starts around 15 seconds before the full 
stop (150m to the obstacle).  
Both agents have a similar, realistic and desired behaviour. Results do not depend on risk taking trait 
of the agent, since the stopping behaviour is obtained from Gipps' safety distance criterion.  
Test scenario 2: Overtaking scenario 
At the start, the agent is at the driver’s maximum desired speed (90% of the speed limit) on the left 
lane. There is another car on that lane 250m in front, travelling at 65% of the speed limit. On the 
middle lane, there is another car 150m in front, going at 70% of the speed limit. 
For the Greedy agent takes 106.5s to complete the drive, while the BDI agent takes 95.5s, which is the 
optimal time found offline by the A* algorithm (see Table 1). The Greedy agent considers changing 
lane only once it is close to the vehicle in front. At that time, it is unsafe to change lane due to the 
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vehicle in the right lane, and it has to wait for the other vehicle to overtake him to be able to change 
lanes. The BDI agent chooses to overtake as soon as it perceives the car in front, which makes its 
trajectory safer but especially faster as it does not get blocked by the car in the adjacent lane. The 
optimal trajectory is quite close to the BDI's in the sense that it overtakes early enough to avoid being 
stuck. However it overtakes later as it was programmed to stay in the left-most lane when possible. 
Table 1 - Performance of the agents and offline optimal trajectories for scenario 2 
 Online Offline (benchmark)  
 Greedy agent BDI agent hybrid A* 
Travel time (s) 106.5 95.5 95.5 
Number of lane changes 4 4 4 
Min TTC (s) 11.1 12.9 28.1 
Min headway (m) 2.3 2.9 2.6 
Min time headway (s) 70.8 90.5 81 
Safety margin (s) 25.5 31.8 50.5 
Test scenario 3: Complex scenario 
The scenario is composed of 8 vehicles around the ego-vehicle, with a goal set to 5 km. There are 
three cars in front of the ego-vehicle (left lane), all driving at lower speeds; 2 cars in the middle lane, 
one in front (slower), and one behind (faster); and 3 cars on the right lane, 2 being faster than the ego 
car and one at the same speed. 
As in the previous scenario, the Greedy agent does not overtake early enough and gets stuck behind 
slower vehicles. While following a safe trajectory, it tends to often change lanes, lacking from a 
structure to plan for future actions (see Table 2). Conversely, the BDI agent overtakes early and gains 
4s of time to travel the 5 km. Its trajectory is even safer as it keeps larger headways with cars in front. 
The optimal solution obtained with the hybrid A* algorithm performs better than the BDI agent 
because it does not take into account the reaction time to perceive that it is safe to change lanes twice 
in a row. Tests were also run with higher willingness to go fast for the agents. Even with a higher 
desired speed, the Greedy agent gets stuck. However, the BDI agent accepts higher speed and therefore 
is able to overtake more cars and maintain a high speed, which results in a reduction of the travel time 
by 18.5s (5s over the optimal time).  
Table 2 – Performance of the agents and offline optimal trajectories for scenario 3 
 Online Offline (benchmark)  
 Greedy agent BDI agent hybrid A* 
Travel time (s) 169.5 166.5 160 
Number of lane changes 12 2 4 
Min TTC (s) 19.7 13.9 27.6 
Min headway (m) 2.9 2.9 2.6 
Min time headway (s) 74.9 75.3 80.8 
Safety margin (s) 29.4 37.0 56.4 
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Computation cost 
For the online algorithm, time elapsed between each time step of the simulation (.5s) were found to 
take on average 100 microseconds, which is satisfying for a real-time application, provided that the 
sampling time is at least an order of magnitude larger. 
For the offline optimal trajectory, the A* algorithm was used for the most basic scenarios. For the 
complex scenario, the computation is more complex and time expensive, which resulted in the need to 
use the hybrid A* algorithm.  
Conclusion 
This model proves the feasibility of a simulation framework that supports traffic, human and system 
rules. Its flexibility enables to launch various scenarios and retrieves relevant information about the 
trajectory, considering both time and safety indicators. Previous works have mainly focused either on 
the strategic level, such as the global path planner of Junior in the Urban Darpa Challenge, or on a 
lower tactical level where decisions are taken for shorter terms, such as the collision avoidance 
program of Stanley in the Desert Darpa Challenge - whereas the model implemented in this paper 
targets a higher tactical level and aims at taking medium-term decisions.  
In this model agents take safe decisions, pass the basic tests, and contingency plans (maximum 
deceleration and keep lane in case of there is no solution) do not occur often as shown on speed graphs. 
However, unrealistic behaviours occur. They lack of rationality as their implemented intelligence is 
very restricted; especially for the greedy agent that foresees only one step ahead. Nevertheless their 
general behaviour is interesting as they pass the most basic tests by taking suboptimal solutions that 
are close to the ones suggested by the optimal search. This safe behaviour results from the safe 
distances programmed as constraints in the decision process and taking into account Gipps' safe 
distance and a time headway of 2 to 3 seconds. On one hand it is desirable that the trajectory is safe 
but on the other hand agents do not consider slightly more dangerous choices that could result in a 
high gain of time - while human drivers would consider such solutions. This limitation could be 
addressed by the use of a performance measure and stochastic predictions: instead of predicting that 
the other cars will be at a given position, the agent could consider a probability distribution and take 
this probability into account in the evaluation of the choice. Further studies are required to elaborate 
such performance measure. 
The flexibility of the model enables it to be improved - especially by augmenting the intelligence of 
the agents. They should be implemented in order to have a higher view of the situation (such as 
cooperation with the development of cars at various levels of automation) and use the history of their 
percepts to take the most of it. The efficiency and rationality will depend only on what is programmed 
if the agent is not able to learn. Thus the agent will not be able to succeed in new environments or 
situations that were not planned. The implementation of a learning structure seems crucial for such a 
system.  
Finally, it is a first simple model with limitations but it has shown desirable behaviours for simple tests. 
Besides the implemented solutions are all computationally possible in real-time. This model provides a 
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first simulation framework and algorithms that are able to compute optimal safe trajectories that 
respect road rules. Implementing such framework could assist drivers for changing lanes, selecting 
appropriate speeds for the traffic conditions and reduce the likelihood of emergency braking. The 
assessment of safety effects of EU ITS interventions [14] shows that targeting such issues with new 
technologies could result in a reduction of 15-20% of road fatalities. 
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